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FbREWORD

- The importance of formal education to sticcess)in the work world is well -

known. Part-time wart among high schooil stulients is An increasingly demariding

part oi their lives. Consequently, it is important to understand the possible.

effects of par.U-time work of high sehool students on their commitment td

school. The Natiopl. Center for.Reseerch in Vocatlonal.Education, tlierefoie,
'is pleased teepresent this study Of the; illpact of partItime work on school
behaviors and career expectatione of teenage youth.
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.diligent'work of, Jacque Masters in typing the many raisions of manuscript

is much_apPre.ciated. The q ality of the final produtt has benefited from
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OM,

, EXECUTIVE 'summARy

This report examines effects of working pltrt time while attending high
school on five school related outcomes, on career eXpectations that youth hold
for themselves, and on career expectations thatIpargats hold for their
childFen. A longitudinal "data,set is used which contaips.parents' reports of
the expectations they hold for their teenagq children. The anarysis strategy
dependa implicitly on'a moOel of change that leads to the inclusion of lopgged
values of thf dependent variable in all equations. Junior year Outcomes are
studied as a function of sophomore %ear values an the same outcome., work time,
and a%;et of background and ability control vaklables. .

I.. -4
, .

The emptrical results show lietle support for the.general hypothesis tha.t
working-interferet with schooling.
from schoql, days, tardy from school,
,transcript grade point av4age, or s
time spent at work Anterfere "wi

ours wOrked have no effect on days absent'
number of extracurricular activities,
f=reported grades. The hyptthesis that /

/

schooling is istrong enough that several
specifications of tfie effects are tried. A linear specification is evaluated/
first: A nonlinear specification also is evaluated to theck7the hypothesis
thai the effects of time spene7at work on schooling increase iapidly after.

, (

one works in excess'of about fifteen hours-per week.: Also, an Interaction
specification,is checked to see if the effects of/working depend on-the,
"quality" of the 'job as indicated by job status.. Finafly,.the.effects of
worWig areevaluated with career expeckations inclUded as independent
variables. In, all of these.tests there is little or no evidence that work
"time affects /he fivsChool outcome variables. Additionally:it is found
thaf woricing does mot affect career expectatrons of yquth or career expecta-f.

thatigrents hold for-their children. - =/ .

Tbe analyses Conducted for this report do not reveal any reasons to
-question policy recommendations:that youth be-encouraged to work part time
while in secondary.schOol. TheAmited humber of autcomt vaipbles studied
in tfita.repolt and the fpdiags of Other reseatCh studies, however, in4icate

.. - . s

tbat,such poliCieE deserve careful evaluation before they are.endorsed 'without
- . ...

reservatton.-
.

, .,.
.
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INTRODUCTION '

The incidence of p art-time employment while attending higheschool has
increased 'dramatically over ihe_past decides. Greenberger'and Steinberg:
(1981) report that the percentage of males in the age range offourreen. to
sixteen who have ever 0Orked has increased fivefold since 1940. Forlemales,
the analogous_statistic fis-incredsed by a factor.of eleven. 'Further, in
excess of 80 percent of today's teenagers have worked for sgme period of time
while:Still enrolled in high_school. The benefits Ofworking while attending,
tOcoridary school have been espOuSed in policY papers by the Carnegie Commis=
sion on Policy Studies in Higher yupation (1980), National Commission on
Youth (1980), liational Panel on High'SchOol and Aaolescent Education (1976),
andoPresident's Science Advtisory'Committee (1973). The studies on'yhch these
paEleis.were tia4ed have ricommended policies to,encourage part-time work during .
high..dchool on the assumption that work contributes to development .6f atti-
tudeo and knowledge that are important to Access in the adult labor market. ,.1

Particular emphasis hat been placed on development 94 .responsible.attitudeS
toward pdnotuality and willingness to_Perform tasks on the job as diretted.by

I.

r 4 '

superviSors.

Additionally, research is beginning to accumulate showing that wopking .

while in 'secondary s0Iool contributes to succesi in the job market aieer
9.eaAng school. Higher wage rates and,mnaller chances of unemployment are
associated with pait-time vturk during secondary schooling (Stephenson 1981,
Meyer an& Wise 1580). Ellwood (1981) eximined the causal structure of the
aspoCiation be64een'work while in'high school and later success in the labor
markee. He faind that, while part of the bivarigte association reflects
unmeasurtd.abilities and taStes that tend to Cause'youth to work more both
duging and after school, there is an important causal element to the

.

association between invschocl 40,postschool work. '

,

Greenberger and her assaciates, on the other hand, have.parried out°ex-
'tensiVe examination of the consequences of'worpng part-time while in second-.
.7ary school on nonwork,outcomemwhile still in school. Ihey conclude that work-
while in school is, it best, a "mixed p.essingl." At assumed in;the policy
papers cited previously, work does appear to.increase the personalresponsii7
bility of young workers and improves practical knowiedge of the work world.,
There are dysfunctional side effects of work:, how'ever. Youth who work'are
more likely to develo0a4Cynical attitudetoward work,.are less involveU in
school, arembre apt to smoke tobacco ahd marijuana, apend less time with
their familiA-r-and are inore frequently abient from school. Further, wor king

e xouth are no less likely to commit deviant acts than-nonwftking youth (Green-
berger aneSteinberg 1981). Addglonally, tfitre i mixed evidence"that
working more than fifteen hours per week leads to a decline in school ,grades.
Cross-sectional data show this outcome (Steinberg, Greenberger, Garduque,.
-and McAuliffe 1582), but longitudinal data fail to Coigitm-4 (Steinkerg,,

.

'Greenbergir, Garduque, 'Ruggiero, and; lisux 1982).

e

.

4

It ié difficult to.evaluate the overall desirability' of part-tAme work
dut:ing secondary schooling: On the ohe hand% some studiemshow a small

.positive impact on postschool labor' market outcOmes. On the other.hand,

;

-V'
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0 ,

. Greenberger and her associatOP cohclude that the issue is by no meani clear
.../

.... .

cut, and much evidence should he accumulated hefore a clear ehdorsement of
Policy/to stimu/ate part-time work of high school students is perited. Oar-

.

tain1Wthe caution expressed by-Oreenberger Sad her collaborators appears
, justified. The studiet finding positive impact of in-school work on post,-

schonl labor market experientes are by no meaqs definitive, and the analyses
are confined to samples in which postschkl measures occurred within a fel..T.

4.

. years of leaving school. It is well documented that education effects on
.t

labor market experiences per'sist oVer a subRantial'segment of one's working
life (Blau and Duncan.1967; Sewell and Hauler, 1975; Alexander, Eckland, and

, Griffin'14,75).A Hence, if part-time work during school adversely affects-
educatidnal.exberiences, then enthusiastic sUpport of policy 'to foster woriC
while still'in school is premature. ,

. .
, '

. . 0
.

._
.

The goal of the present paper is to add to the information that 'Green-
.

berger and her,Associates have,been aCcumulating about effects of in-school t
. work on sehodl-related 'Gehaviors'and On career expectations. The data set to

be, used in the analysis was collected in connection With a three-wave longi- ,

,
tudinal study Of significant other influences on developing career expecta-

. tions.. The study was condbcted in,ColumPus, Ohio. For convenience, these .

data hereafter tall be referenced as die Colunibus 1,ongitudinal Data, or CLD
for short. While the CLD dii not,contain the.rich detail on work experience ,

and broad coverage of attitudes and behaviors that form paq of the Green7
berger data;they do.exhibit useful features that.perait some extensions and

.

refinements of.the Greenerger.results. First, the sample is, balanced by4

* sace; thus permitting estimates of race effects that are not feapible with the

.
":Greettberger data. Second, theldaea ,are longitudinal;, hence, study of change

,
'.omer time is e. ncouraged. FinallY, complete work histories,are available for
respondentst iast,three years of higil sc'hool%

,
,

HYPOTHESES

Greenbergerafilikher associates classify the potential outcomes of
'combining schoolg and' work into three categories: cly attitudes related to
personal and sofial responsibility; (2) involvement in nonwork spheres.of
activity, including family,'school., and peer' relationships; and (3) antisocial

.behavior aneattl.tudes (e.g., unethical behavior on the jobconsumption of
marijuana, tobaccd, and alcohol). Due to limitations'of the variables
contained ih the CLD, the present study is confined to outcome measures that
most closely.fit into the secdnd category, with a focui on school-releted
behavior and career expedtations.

.

The h4oEhesis that workAg contributes ta the cognitive davelopient of

*

youth is not born out by empirical evidence. Detailed obseryational data on
aCtivities while.working shotq very little opportunity for learning (Green-
berger, Steinberg, and Ruggiero 1982). Students who work spend less time
on homeyork, participate in fewer extracurricular activities, and express
'tore distaste for school than those who do not work (Steinberg, Greenberger,

.
Carduque, and, McAuliffe 1982). Absence from schol is more frequent among

.workers than among nonorkers. -440,4A in excess of fifteen hours per week

2

1,0
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*.
mey adversely affect academic performance, although,evidence on this point is
'mixed (Steinberk, Greenberger, Garduque, Ruggiero, and Vaux 1982).

Altfiough Greenberger and adsociatei do not emphasize the relationship
between career expectations (e.g., education and occupation) and work, the CLD
contain such a rith adsortment of career expectation variables that.it is
natural to investigate their relationships to work-variables: The dtrong
impact of high school expectatignS on career achievements is well docUmented
(Sewell andHauser 1975; Otto add Haller 1979; Alexander, Eckland, and Griffin

N ,.
1975). Consequently, if working during high school affects those expebta-
dons, career achievements ultimately may be ffected as well. r

, ... ,
. (

The complexity of possible relationships between WOrking and career .

acnievements is difficult to predict in advance. However, one.potential line
of inffuence from workto aspirations may approximate the.following chain
where the signs associated with the arrows indicate a direct,(+) or.inverse
(-) effect. /-

A

A4

academic. +
.

,,..

work > performance > expectations ,

\i'l --
.

Since Work time is time that cannot be spent on schooling,,it may generate;a
,

decline in academic,porforTance, whiclt in turn may tend to lover expectatrons.
k

.

DATA AND'METHODS

T4"data used in this paper'were collected, in' connection withe study of
significant other influence on chadges in career.expectations. Three waves of
data were collected from a sample 97714 youth attending public high schooljolor
in Columbus, Ohio. The sample is 'balanced by iace and sex. The:first waveFof
data was colleCied during the.sophomore year, oil these youth. Subseqpent waves,
were collected during`the fall of respondents' junior and senfor years in high
school: Self-administered questionnaires were hand,carried to respondents'
homes by persons with professional,training and experience in conducting
interviews in survey researCh. These "interviewers" remained in the home's to,
supervise completion of the questionnafres and catried the completed question-.,
naires back to theladministrative headquarters. Questionnp4res were included
for the youth and each parent. In all.case, at least one parent completed a '

questionnaird. Over.90 percent of the motbers.,dieso, and a little over half .

of the fathers'_;did. The overall attrition rate of youth from wave orie to wave
two was 12 pefnent; from wave two to wave three it was 5,percent, loaving a
sample Of 597 youth who completed all three waves (for detdils;.see Hotchkiss

, and Chiteji 1981. ,

,P
-. , -..

In addition to the questionnaire data, t hree other types of infortation
form part of the-data set: (1) tental ability test scoies, (2) schOoLtran-
kripes, and c3) school assigrimegt data. The mental ability tests were admin-.
istered Tn the high schoolst with an'aeproximately 87 percent completion rate:
'School t2anscr&pts were obtainte., from The pUblic school system, for about 70

,
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perpent of,the sample.1 The school assignment data were taken from the
vffAial school records to identify students who were assigned to schools
outside their home schOol attendance area in otder to achieSre racial

.integratipn of the scbools. Sdhoal'assignment data are pre'sent Stir about

percent of the 597 members of the sample who complétedall three. waves. "..

-Li 5

.

,''. .

1. .

Information about the work experience
,

of tIle youth in the satple wa
, .

collected as part of the wave-three questionnaires.' Respondents were-asked to
provide the following, info;mation for'each job they had held: (1) the name
and duties of the job, (2) the namp_of the place of business, (3),the starting
dace (to the nearest. month), (4) the ending date (to the nearest month), .

(57 the approximate nuAer of hours per Week,,(6) the hourly wage, and
(7) whether the employer was a reldtive of'fhe youth., TheSe,data were
arranged tnto records ddsciibilg the, job experience of eaCh respondent for
each month, teginning with the earliest date of a jpb reported by ar6 respori-:
dent and ending with the last month oT the wave-three survey. Thus, for
example; to estimate the' total earnings of a'respondent during the 478:197,9
school-year, one, sums the praducts of wages and hours for \ettch job held during
each month during the schoolfyear-and multiplies the result by 52/12 to

r

account for the fact that hours are given'fOr weeks rather ;than months.
.

Similarly, an estimate of the number of weeks worked during the.school year
. can be formed by counting the nvmber of months .in the schaol'year during which
at least one job was held ankmultiplying the result by the ratio 52/12.

-

. .e 1 ,
.

,

The time points for the queptionnaire data do not anincide tath the*time
' ... -

poins,for the school assignment data
:

and the grade ppint average, school
attendance, and school tardiness data obtained from tranacripts,'howArer.
Hence, some adjustment of fhe questionnaire data was necessary. Wave-one
questionnaire data were collected past the midway poi,nt of the sophomore_year.
In contrast, the malze-two and wave-three questionnaire data. were collvted

. _.--

at the beginning of the respective school years. To estimate. the career
NI 4

,

expectation variAles at the end of the junioryear,'' averages of wave-two and
wave-three variables were calculated. The analysis is carried out as if two

.. _.-----

complete waves of data were available, wave one describing the end of the0
sophomore.school year, and wave_two describing'*the end of the junior year. ,

-----' -

Parameter estimation is carried out by applying ordinary leait squares
(OLS) regression, to the construcEed two waves.of data. Correlasioq ma.trices

. _

, -----"- 4

calculated-from the data present for each pair.of'variables were entered into, .

the.regression calculations. .Time=-two variables are the,dependent medsures,

and regressors are selected from the time-bne data. The lagged measure of
the dependent variable is always included in the set of regressors to reduce
estimation bias due to probab16feedback,effects aMong the key variables.
For-example, it is hypothesized that hours of work during the school year,

I negatively affect grades because the hours at work reduce time available
.. nit. homework. On the other hand, grades probably have a positive effect on .

employer demand for one's services. Hence, disentangling cause from4tfezt -'
,

id cross-sectional data would be impossible. ,Further, due to strongierial
.

...

4

/.

-p

1. Efforts to increase this percentage contiriue.
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correlatIon of most variables, failure to control for lagged values of each,
dependenf variable is likely to generate serious bias in the effect estimates.
In'a system ,A1Ch as the following,

>A2

Y1 Y2

the coefficient of Y2 on X1 in the absence of control for Y1,Agould in
flate the estAlate of effect of X on Y (aSsuming X and Y are positively*cor
related in the cross sections).

In estimating the crosslagged model it is not necessary to view the
lag time between cause,and effectas iden ical to the length of time between
measurements. With the school and work variables, it is likely that the
length of time between cause and effect is much shorter than the year between
measurementi. Consider the following simultaneous model:

Yr = BY0

where Yt is the vector of observations on the Y variables at time t and B is
a square matrix of constant effects. Wi.th this simple model,.

as in a Markov chain,with constant transitions (see Coleman,1968, Doreian and
Hummon 1976; Hotchkiss 1979), If one were to estimate the regression of Y2
on Yo as

..

"s
the result would be an estimate of B2. Thus, the regresslbns can be inter
preted as indicators of effeots, but not as estimates of.the "fundamental"
parameters of the mode1.2 In the present paper, complete simultaneous sys
tems are not specified, so estimates of the fundamental parameters cannot be,
obtained.- Consequently, the work reported here must be viewed as exploratory.

Variables

Operational definitions of all variablea dsed in the study are shown in
table 1. The table also displays the mean, standard deviation, and number of
cases presentlor each variable. The number of cases present for the status
variables in each year indicates approximately the number of youth employed at
least part of .the time during each of the two school years--216 (36 percent)
for sophomores and 331 (55 percent) for juniors.

2. In fact, it csnnot be absolutely guaranteed that the signs of the regres
sion coefficienta will match the signs of the entries in B, though the signs
generally will 1atch (Hotchkiss and Chiteji 1981).

5
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TABLE 1

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Mean sta. D. N. Variables

Parental socioeconomic stattis--mean of father's

and mother's education and occupational status,
after standardizipg to a-common mean and variance.
Primary data.sources were parents' reports;
youth's reports were substituted if the parents'

were missing.

1.081 1.301 597 1.

19.8 11.0 592 2.

.
e

1.41 1.33 597 3.

1.44 1.41 597 4:

.923 .267 597 5.

.504 .500 597 6.

.516 .500 597 7.

.479 .500 597 8.

44.7 15.0 517 9.

187. 415. 597 10.

361. 526. 597 11.

,
. .

Family income (in thousands of dollars)7Favetage
of mother's and fatherts reports o amily income.

v
The youth's report was substitpted f both

parents' reports were missing.

Number of Vtothers--as reported by the mother.

Number of sisters--as reported by the mother,

Mother in household (1=yes, 0=no)--as reported ay .

the mother if present, or by the father otherwise.4

Father in household (1=yes, 0=no)-rss reported.by
the mother if present, or by the father otherwise.

Gender of the youth (1=female, 0=male)--as
reported by tge youth.

Race of the youth (1=black, 0=white)--as reported
by the youth.

0

Mental test scaresum of verbal and quantitative
subtests on the Thurstone Test of Mental Alert-
ness. The test was administered in the schopls
especially for the study.

Work hours for sophomore school year--estimated .

from the job history data by summing the hours
on each job for each month during the'sc,hool year.
Those who did not work were assigned zero hours.

Work hours fot junior school year--estimated from
the job history data by summing the Jlours worked .

on each job for each month during,the school year.
Those who did not work wexe assigled,zero hours.

6 14
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TA.BLE 1 (continued) '

/

Mean' Std. Dr. N.

23.0 15:1
;

216 12.

2349 14.2 331 13.

15.1 16u9 388 14.

18.7- 24.6 399 .15.

15.3 20.0 335 16.

12.0 12.6 319 17.

1.97 1.76 594 18.

1.64 1.54 597 19.

2.07 .999 406 20.

2.15 1.02 '416 21.

2.41' .821 594 22.

Variables ./

Job status for sophomore year--estimated by eon-
verting, three-digit 1970 census codes to Duncan
SEI score6 (Hauser and Fdatherman1577, app. B).
The status score for-the school year was calcu-
lated as a weighted average of the status of all
jobs held during the year, ukng hours as the
weight. Youth'with no jobs Were assigned ale
missigg data code,(see text, however).

Youth's job status for junior yearestimsted by
converting three-digit.1970 census codes to Dundan
SEI scKes. The katus score for_the school year
wad calculated as a weighted average of the status.,
of all jpbs held during the Year, using hours as
the vieight.* Youth with na jobs were assigned.the
missing data code (see text, however).

Days absent from school, sophomore.yeartaken
fcom school transcripts.

Days absent from school, junior
schdol transcripts.

DaYs tardy to school;
school iranscrtpts

Days tardy to school,
school transcripts.

0
yeartaken from

1 .

sophomore year--taken from

junior yeartaken from

Number of extracurricular activities, sophomore
yearcounted from a checkli4 completed by
students a part,of the survey.

Number of 'extracurricufar,actiirities, junior
yea-count.e& fr6m a checklist completed by
Istudeas as part of the survey.

Transcript gradeaphomore year--grade point
avArage for elle, Sophodore year, taken from
studdnt's transcrkgt..

Tranicript grades, junioriyeargradb point
average for junior'year, taken from student's
transcript.

4

Self-reported grades, sodbmore yearstude44's
view of how good a learner s/he is. Response
options are letter grades, and the scan is 0-4.

7
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TABLE 1 (continued)

4

Mean Std. D. N. Variables

2,51 .733 592
4

394 .489 564

14.5 1.93 ,597

14.6 1.86 597

-47.8 9.86 597

47.1, 8.83 597

-.

14.4 1.76 597

23. Self-reported grades, junior yeaf--average of
,student'i view of how good learner sihe is as
reported.on waye7two*and wave-Khree question- .
naires. Response options areletter'grades, and'
the scale is 0-4.

24, School reassignment for Aesegregation--determLed

- fiom schoOl.documepti by comparing the student's
Actual school.assignment to the sChool in tho.
home district. If the two schools were the same,

c a code'of zerves assigned. If they were differ-
ent, a code of one was assigned.

25. Youth's educational expectation in years of
schooliftg,'sophomore year--average of two iteffis

on the survey. One item is based on subjectivev
probabilities, and the other is a conventional
checklist item.

37

26. Youth's educational expectation in years of'
;schooling, junior year--average.of two items
on the survey. One item is based bn subjective
probabilities and the other is a conventional-
checkliet item. The-vaI4e-for the entire junior
year was estiMated bk averaging comparable survey
variables from the first of the junior year and
.the first of the senior year.

27.. Youth's occupatibnai expectation, sophomore year--

, average of two variables. One variable is based
on subjective probabilities, and the,other is the
total score from the Occupational Aspiration
Scale'(Haller and Miller 1971). ,

28.. Youth's occupational expectation, junior 5744r--
.- average of two variables. One variable is based.
- on. subjective prebabtlities, and the other is the

total score frar the Occupational Aspiration
Scale: :The Value for the entire junior year was
estitated by averaging comparable variables from
the first of the junior.and senior years."

29. Parents' educational expectation for.the youth'
in years,of schooling, sophomore.year--average
ofi'two iters on,the survey. One,item ii based on
subjective probabilities,. and.the other is a con-
ventional checklist item. Mother's and.father's
sCores.wereaVeraged to get,parent's score.

8
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TABLE 1 (ciOntinued)

Mean Std. D. N. Variables

14:4 1.73. 595 30.

/.

49.9 8.83 597 31:
-

,

49.0. 8.30 595 32,

Parents educational exliectation Tor the youth in

years of schooling, junior yearr-average'of two,
items on the survey. One item is baseeon
jeceive'probabilities, and the othee-is i convert-

tional checklist item. The value for the entire
junior year.was stimated by averaging compatable
survey variables from the first ,of4the junior
year and the firstof the senior-year. Mother's

and father's scdres were averaged,to get parent's
,score.,

Parenes' occupational expectation for'the youth, 174
sophomore year--average of two variables. One

variable is based on subjective probabilities, 'and
the other is the totil score from ehe Occupational
Aspiration Scale (Haller and Miller...1971Y.
Mother'sand faeher's scores were averaged to get
parent's score...

Parent's occupational expectation fOr the yoqh,
junior year--average of two variables. -One vari-
able is based on 'subjective probabilities, and the
other is the total score from the Occupational
Aspiration Scale. The value for the entire junior
year was estimated'by averaging comparable vari-
.ables fromthe' firsv of the junior and senior
years. .Mother!s and faiher'a scores were, averaged

to get 'parent's score.

6
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FINQINGS. '

Effects Of Work on School Outc&es

1

. The hypotheses of.primary interest in this Papervcenter on the effects
'on school activities 'oftime Spent at work. .The CLD contain five variables
delineating/ school.behavior of youth that have been found in past'studies to
be, adversely affected..by work: Aiays absent from school, aays tardy to,ichool,

pareicipation in extracurricular activities, and twO measures of grade point'
average. TY& first measure of grades is a yearly average tien from the

. students' transcripts. The second measure is a self-reported item that '

reflects Self-image of abflity as a student. The response alternatives are
letter grades, and the,item is scaled with a minimum of zero and a maximum

of four. The primary'advantage of tile transcript Ii*asure is that it is a

relatively objective indicator of performance in school, but there is a
substantial percentage missing (about 30 percent). Nearly 100 percent of the
data for.the self-reported measure are present, and it indicates, a someahat

different concept. Correlations between the transcript and self-reported
.variables are modest--.56 for the sophomore year, .46 for the junior yer.
Yett with one important exception, the two measures are nearly interchangeabl
in, the-aata analyses reportea in this paper. The time-two measure of each of
these variables is defined as a dependent variable; the time-one measure on'
each variable--ao,index of parental sacioec9pOmic status, family incoie,
_number of brothers, number of sisters; mother present in the household, father
present in the tousehold, gender, -racer.the abilfty test score; and school
assignment--are entered as '.'control" vAriables on.the right side of each bf

tbe equations. The primary independent.variable is hours of work dufing the
first year of the survey.

A,linear and nonlineaf equation is reported for each dependent variable.
The nonlinear version is intended.to check the observation reported by
greenberger and her associates Lhat work time does not adversely Affect .grades

until one works more than fifteen hours per week. To test for this possibil-
ity in.the CLD, both hours and the square of hours are en'tered,as regressors.
Including the squared term permits the line of best fit to curve sharply
upward at some point 'determined empirically by the estimation pro&edures. If

. the, effect of working on schoOl_ activities increases rapidly after fifteen
hours of work per week, then Ala regression line should bend up at this point.

The results of these.calculations are displayed in table 2.
1

The most salient finding in table 2 is that hours of work have no effect

. on any of the school variablesdays absent from school, days tardy to School,
number of. ektracurricular activities, and the two measures of grade point
average for the year. Hours at work approaches significance in the days tardy

equation, however (p < .1114; b > 0). The nonlinear speciffeatiOn does not

alter this concrusion. In fact, adding the square 'of hours ta the equations
leaves,all the,coeffictents, except for those on hours, virtually Unchanged.

. Gemerally, the background variables do not have direct etfects on the school

variables either. This observation should not"be misinterpreted. Absence of
.a direct effect does not necessarily imply absence of a total effect; the

10
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.TABLE 2 ,

EFFECTS OF HOURS A WORK ON,SCHOOL BEHAVIOR
.

Dependent Variables (Junior Year)
Linear Specification Nonlinear Specification

Independent
Variables Oays Days ' No. of ...jrans
(Soph Year) Abseni Tardy Ex Cur, Grttles

Self Rep
Gradln

. Days
Absent

Days
Tardy

No. of
Ex Cur

Traps
Grades

Self Rep
Grades

Intercept 8.28 11.0** .747***
, .941*N44 8.33 11.0**. .105 .744*** .941****

Parental' SES, .598 .798 -.0152 av .00540 .0337 .609 .803 -.0141 .00494 .0340
Fam income 7 .148 .0195 .00351 -.000130 -.00362 - .149 .0192 .00343 -.000101 . -.00365,

N brpthers - .144 - .0806 .0673+. .0290
v..

-.Q204 - .120 -.0700 .0699* .0280
.

-:0197 .

M :isters - .0743 .392 .00937 :0502* .0344* - .0526 .402 .0117 .0493* . .0350*
Hother in HH 4.31 - .843 -.143 -.197 -.0874 4.36 - .819 -.137 - -.199 -.0857

. father in HH 3.13 1.52 -.248* -.0783 .00482 '3.09 1.5J -.251*- -.0774 .00393 .

Gende.(1=fem) 1.59 -1.06_, -,-.0832 .143* .133** - 1.67 -1.03 4750 .140* .135**
Race (1=black) 2.77 2.85' 4.." .269* -.328**** .0487 2.73 2.83 .264* .0473

test sc - .0306 - .121* .0107** ;1..00244 .00835**** - .03Q7 T .121 '6 .01117**

,-.362****
.00244 0 .00833****..Minti

School 'assign -4.38+ -2.35+ -.237* .0363 .0261 -4.48' -2.397 .0399 .0235
(Lagged D.V.) 64".446**** .287**** .588**** .704**** .493**** .546**** .287f***

.-...247*,

.588**** .705**** .494****
Hrs at wrk (100s) .0846 .241 .00369 .00725
Hrs (100s) sq - .00230.

.,
- 146

.0150
.136
.00680

.0215
00163

.0165
-.000595

.00456

.000431
R-square .1495**** .2775**** .4896**** .5578**** .4398**** .1490**** .2778**** .4906**** .5581**** .4401**** k

Adj R-square .1231 .2492 .4791 .5446 .4282 .1212. .247U ' .4792 .5438 .4275 t

NOTES: Probabillties are for tWa-takled tests.

Coeff,icientrare OLS estimates (unstandeirdized).

"Lagged " IS the sophomore'year (t1) valme of the dependent
variable ach equation.

-+ p < .1

* p < .05
*t p < .01
*** pF ,001

**** p < .0001
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lagged dependent variabies.Aobably,account for these results. An-appropriate
reduced-form estimation could be eiepected io reveal lpng-term total effects of

. the exogenous variables.3

,The_only statistically significant effect-in the equation for days ab-
sent is on the lagged value of days absent; however, school assignment has
a nearly.signiffcant.negative effect on da's bsdrit. Absence from school\

evidently is deterained primarily by physical health, though social and
Osychological faceas probably exert important secondary influenpelkso this
result is not,alfogether aurprising. AccOrding to the,regression Intimates,
blacks ale more frequently tardy, and those with high test scores are less

\

frequently tardy. Assignment to a school outtide one's hoine attendance area
also tends to reduce tardines6. ,The mental ability test score 1.6 associated
witha positive coefficiept on extracurricular activities. Father in'the
household tends to reddce the number of extracnrrtcular activities. This
result is diffiCult to inteipret and probably should not be taken seriously
unless it is 'replicates in othgx data. Gender%anifests.a significant posi-
tive effect on both measures argrades, with females earning higher 'grades
and-believing themselves to be better stucents thawmales. These findings
are consistent with past research. It is intereSting that the number o:
aisters one has tends to exert 4 positive effect on grades. While this result

' was not anticipated, it is easy to Interpret. Females.earn higher grades
and evidently knfluence their siblings, perhaps both brexample and direct
communication, to do likewise.

The pattern of race and test score effects on the two measures of grades
is,curious. The test score variable has &Strong effect on'students' self-
image regarding grades, and race does not have a statistically signifiOnt
impact. This pattern is reversed for transcript,grade point.average.- These
restilts are not produced by perverse- hivariate correlaLions_betkeen the test
score add the,two grade variables. The correlation between test score and
transcript grades is virtualky identical to the correlation between test score
and-aelf-reported grades for'both time points (approximately N.40): A detailed
investigation of the cvsal structure that generated fhis pattern is beyond
the scope of this study; however, it is noteworthy that sincethe transcript
grades equation contains a measure of mental:ability,'the strong negative
impact of race on transcript grade aVerage is consistent wiD d discrimination
hypothesis. AnotherApossibility Is that grading standards homogenized as a
result 9f desegregating the schools. Assuming that predominantly black
schools held relatively low grading standards prior to desegregation, exposure
of blabks tohoiogenized standards would tend to lower their grades from their
sophpmore to junior year. Since legged grades appear in th. uades equation,
the model is (algebraically) eqdivalent to a mod,e1 of change. 'It would seem
more likely,,howekTer, that dphool-specific grading standards Would tend to
persist at least for the first few years following desegregation. Coupling: '

. . ,2

3. The reduced form was not estimated be&ause a cdmplete dynamic system has
not been specified. Estimating a reduced form by OLS regregsion for a

. dynamic system that has not reached equilibrium cadyield.Offsleading
results (Hotchkiss andChiteji 1981).

len
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the .assumption of persistence of,gradingestandards with the fact that.school
assignment appears in the graded equationNsuggests that desegregation is
not the primary reason for the stnong effea of.race oeiranscript grades.
Thus, the discrimination hypothesis remains.viable. While.the discrinination
hy.pothesis may accourit,for the strong effect of-race on,transcript grades even
witiCa control for mental abiliiy test score, it does-not actount for the
nonsignificant effect.of the test score. Apparently, a cmnplex causal system
is at work here, especcally ih yiew of the fact that the test score variable
has a larger bivariate correlatIon withtranscript &cede than does race (.38
vs. -.25).

4' :.,

,.. . k '1
Gretnberger and her coworkers observe that there is wide variatiofi in,the

P " ,

quality" of jobs that teenagersttake (Greenberger, Steinberg, and Ruggiero
1982). 'One indicator of job quality is the status of the job. if the quality,
of work' is. important, then it is reasonable to expect that the effects of time

spent working on school outcpmes depend on how "good" the JOb is. If so, then
hours and job status should exhibit statistical interaction in affecting- ,

school outcomes. To test\this interaction hypothesis, the product of 4lot1is
and job steals was added to the equations for pie school butcomes.

,
I. 4 , *

Oere is.sufficient confusion in the literature regarding inteicetation '

'of interaction terms.in xegression equations that a'brief discussion is
warranted of the correspOndence between the statisti4l analysis a.nd the
'substantive hypotheses at And. The'equation fbr grades including the
interaction effect can,,for expositOry purposes, be simplified to

G = a + bH + tS

where

G = grades
H = hours of work
S = job status
a,b,c,d = constant coefficients.

Differentiating grades with respect to hours otwork gives the effect of hours
on grades with status-constant, as

= effect of hours, on grades 7 b + dS.
,

Thus, the effect of hours on.grades is a.linear function (b + dS) Qf the
status of the job. This result corresponds/preciselY to the substantive
hypothesis. Interpreting the coefficient ct as the "effect" of the product of

-hour's and status, as is frequently done iii pie empirical literature, is not
sensible; one cannot hold both hours and stfreus constant while varying their
product. Tfius, the effeCt of their product with-everything else remaising
constant has no meaning.

priori, it is reasonable to expect that 1.yorking long hburs at a low-
status.job would have more deleterious effects on school behavior than

,
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working long hours at a high-E atus job. Consequently, the coefficient d (on
the product term) should be negative for the days absent and days tardy
equations:and.positive in the ext\rlicurricular 6$tivities and grades equations.

, (.

, The"fact that Joh status is n-at defined if one ha's no job oses diffi-
dultin in empirical specification of the interaction equations. Since' only
about one-third of the sample held jobs during their sophomore year, two-
thirds of the job statul values are defined as missing. 'Lacking a clear.con-
ceptual resolution of this problem, four strategies were applied: '(1) replace
missing values for JoY status with the mean of job status calculated for dose
who worked durfng their sophomore year and includa a dummy variable for class-
ing values, (2) input to the regression calculations a corrliation matrig,
'calculated froth data present for each pair of variables, (3) estimate Values
of job status for those who did not work byeapglying regression constants 1

jierived from the iubsample of workers, and (4) substitute zer\o for job statfis
,

of those-who did not work. The first two options (nlissing-data dummy and
Vairwise correlation input) are purely,empirical stiategies, with little or no
conceptual basis. The third strategy (regression estimates) ts based on the
idea that an estimate of the job status onerwould'have if s/he were working
(imputed status) is the appropriate value 'of,status fax nonworkefts. The final
strategy (substitute zero) rests on.the idea that status derived from work, is

. the keylconcept. If one does not work, no status is derived from work. Th16
last Apfategy is the most pleasing conceptually because if generate6 a natural
val& for job status when one does not work, and that value has a cl

5
"ly

0
defined meaning. Empirically, however, substitution of zero for Jo as tus o4
nonworkers. generates a variable with unOrable distriliution characteristice
Substitution oilregression estimates potentially could generate a distribution
of job status without the_extreme cluster.ing. of values that characterizes use
of zeroes. In fact, however, the R-square predicting job status from exogen-
ous variables4is so low (spout .10) that the re'gression method does not avoid
cl,ustering. Further, the/Conceptual basis for using'the regression estimates
is not as clear cut as t i t for defining nonworkers as having zero status.4t
Why would one expect impu ed status to have an effect beyond the effect of the
variables used as regressors in generating imputed status? On ba1aice, then,

7..te defining ndnworkers to have zero status appears to be the preferred thod;
table 3 reports results based on "this"method. Calculations were carried out
using.all four methods., however.

, .

Estdmates of interaction effects reported in ta4e'3 fail to support the
hypothesis that threffectsof hours at work depend on the status of the job.
Significant coefficients on the product of hours and status are not present
for any of.the five equatiOns. Inclusion cif job status and the" product pf'
hours by status does generate a significant coefficient an the linear term for

X.
,

4, Heckman (1976)'proposes a slightly modified verSion using regression
estimates', His procedures require estimates of labor force status as well as
estimates of job status. The low multiple R-square predicting time-one job
status, however, suggests tnat result's of the Heckman procedures would be

Isomewhat difficult tointerpret.
.
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TABAP 3

'INTERAaTION-EFgECTS OF HOURS AT WORK
AND JOB STATUS ON SCHOOL BEHAVIOR

A

Dependent Variables (Junior Year)
Independent
Variables
(Soph Ye4r)

Inteccept
Parental SES
Fam income'

4
N brothecs
N sisters

. Mother in HH
Father in HH
Gender (1=fem)
Race (1=black)
Mnti test sc
SchOol-assign
(Lagged D.V.)
Hrs at verk.(10,00,
Status of job
Hrs (100s) x status
R-square
Adj R-square

Days
Abient

6.53
.673

- .154
- .0995 A*

- .0298
4.15
3:10
1.93
2.75
- .043
-4.69+

.542****

.549

.0691

.00678

.151.6***#

.1206 .2493.

NOTES:

Days
Tardy

10.7**
.860'

.0085.
- .0621
".429

--.912
-1.54

- .992
2.99*

- .114+

545,
.0401

- .0164
.2823**#*

'Probabliftlesoare

No. of
Ex Cur

.109
-.0151
.00367
.0688+

'0103
.-045
-.250* .

.263*

6.1111(4"
.094'

-.00372
.000122
.4904****
.4781

Trans 14

Grad&

.747***

.00810
-.000404
.0315-
0520*

-.202
-.0802
157*

.00245

.0225

.712****'

.0197
-.ob3p4
-.000335
.5602****
.5449

Self Rep
Grades

.0339
-.00377,
-.0207

.4.00567
.130**
.0522
.00840****

1971L**
.00459

-' .00192
-.000237
.4407****
.4271

for two-tailed 1.ests.

Cdefficients are unstandardized,OLS regression coefficidnts.

"Lagged D.V." is the sophomore year Cy value of the dependent
variable in eibch equation.

+ p < .10
* p .05

#* p < .0i
*** p 7 1.001

**** 7 .0001
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hours in the-equatiOn for days tardy, however. Recall tfiat this coefficient

is nearly significant in the linear specification (table 2). Also, the
peoduct term approaches significance'in Ehe equation for days tardy
(p < .1533), but the sign is negative rather than positive as. originally

.

. postulated. On fialance, there it very.little evidence in these data that work
dtti adveraely affects school behavior.

Two of the three other methods for handling missing,job status data of
,

nonworkers lead to thet same cpclusiOn as that implied by the da a in,:table 3
(additidnal estimates not tabfilated'to conserve space). Use of te Pairwise
missing-data correlation matrix does'lead to highly significant Interaction
effects in the days absent and self-report grades equations, however. But the
digns of the coefficients on tfie produa terms rn these two equations are-just
the opposite of the a priori hypotfieses, suggesting that adverse effects of
work time on school are positively relAted to job status. In iiew of the
difficulty in defining a Conceptual basis for inputting the pairwise missing-

, data correlations into the regression calculations and the perverse signs

iassociated with the statistically significant interaction effects, results
based on the missing-data correlation matrix are not good evidence in favor of

. the interaction hypotheses.

Although this paper does not report a study of school desegregation, a
brief comment on the effects of the school assignment,variable is merited.
Assignment to a school outside one's,area of residence (presumably) to achieve
racial integratio&of the schools tends to improve one's attendance record and ,

punctuality, as indicated by the nearly significant negative effects of school
assignment on days tardy and days absent. School assignment outside one's

,home school area also has a small negative impact on participation in extra-
curricular activities, re4ucing the number on the average by just under six-.
tenths. Grades are not Aversely affected by school assignment. School #

assignment to achieve desegregation of the schools, if carried out ikoothly
as in the present instance, then does riot necessarily hgve'an extreme
disruptive impact on the five school outcomes studied here. Of course, a
general conclusion regarding effects of school,idesegregation requires much
more extengive analysis than is appropriate in ihe present paper.

Work and Career Expectations e

In this subsection, career expectations are introduced into the analysis, ,

with ttio objectives in mind. First, in the previous subsection the only
variables other than hours included in the equations fog the five school
behaviors were exogenous or predetermined. Career expectations exert strong
effects on career attainments, particularly years of formal schooling
completed.and occupational status. Consequently, it is reasonable to suppose
that, careerexpectations may influence fundamental attitudes toward schooling
and schoOl'behaVior. EiaMination of the effects of hours at work on school

. behavior; .therefore, is expanded by inclOding Career expectations on the right

; side df the,equation for each category of scheol behavior--days absent, days
.tardy, ntimbei 4ftextracurricular activities, and the two-measures of grades.

.
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A
The primary objective in this expansion of the equations for these school
behaviOrs is to determine whether improved specificatiOn will uncover effects
of work on these types of school behavior that were hot detected up to now.
Past experience does not give reason to be optimistic. Adding regressors to
an equation geherally reduces the effects of variables that were already in.,
the equation. The hypothesis that work time interferes with time allocated to
sc'ooling, hoiever, is so strong a priori that it is worthwhile to explore a
variety of specifications..

The second objective of thiS subaection is to examine.the effect of wotk
on ,career expectations. The a prio.ri reasons for hypothesizing that work
affectg career expectations ate not as strong as the reasons for postulating
an effect of work.on school behaviof. Furthermote, failureto detect an
effect of work time on grades effectively removes one potential indirect route
by which woe might affect career expectations. There remain, neirertheless,
mechanisms by which work.arguably might influence career extectAtions. On the
one hand, the experience ofYearning. and.spending one's own money might tend to
deflate educational expectations because one does not wish to defer the time
when a steady income is available for desired consumption. On the other hand,

a experience working in the generally low-level jobs in the youth labor market
,might tend to increase educational and occupational expectations because one
does not wish to spend a lifetime in a low-level job. -Because of theseicon-
flictinepossibilities, the difection of effects of working on career expecta-
tions are not pfedicted in advance. Whatever,the fidings,.whtglet positive,
negative, or zero effects, the results are relevant to evaluating policy aimed.
at encouraging teenagers to work part-time while enrolled in high school--
because of the known, strong effects of,high school career expectations on
career attainments. 4

,
Since parental influence on career expectations of yOuth is so important

(Sewell and Hauser 1975; Woelfel and Haller 1972; Curry et al. 1978, 1976;
Alexander, Eckland, and"Griffin 1975), investigation of therinterplay pf
influences of working and career expectatiOns of youth on each other should -

include not only meaaures,of youth's career expectations,, but also measures of
career expectations head by parents for their children. Several studies have
found that peer influences On career exper'ations also are,imporfant,fland
teacher and counselor influences also are ...tudied frequently (Sewell 6nd
Hauser 1975; Rehberg and. HotChkiss 1972; Curry et al.. 1978, 1976). In the
CLD, however, these addiiional, significant other rariables are not nearly as
important as paKental expectations (HotchkigS and Chiteji 1981). Hence, the
analysescin this paper.include parental vatiAles but omit variables describ-
ing nonparental significant others. .

Two career expectation variables for youth and the corresponding expec.-
tations of parents are included--youth's educational expectation,for self,
youth's ocupational expectation for self, parents' educational expectation
of the youth, and parents' occupational expectation of the youth, Parental.
values are averages of repoms given by the mother and the father. When only
one pareni completed he survey, the expectations of that parent are taken as,
the parental variables. In.no cae is youth's report of A parene's expecta-
tion substituted for missing values. A summary of the measurements is given
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in table 1. Because o4 the strong relationships between parents' and youth's
expectation variables, the equations for days absent, days tardy, extracur-
ricular activities, and the two measures of grades were expanded in two steps.
First the youth's educational and occupational expectations were added, then
the parents' expectations were included with the youth's.5 Empirical esti-
mates are shown in table 4.

The effects of work variables on the three school outcomes in table 3 are
not altered,substantially by inclusion of the career'expectation variables
(compare entries in table 4 to corresponding entries in table 3). In no case
does work time exhibit a statistically significant effect on school behavior--
days absent, days tardy, extracurricular activities, transcript grade average,
and self-reported grades. The conclusion that the CLD contain little evidence
of adveue.effects of working oft these five school behaviors, therefore, s
fairly secure at this point.

There are some effects of the career expectation variablis that are
noteworthy, however. None of the expectation variables affect days absent,
reirforcing the hypothesis that physical health is the primary determinant of
absence from school. Although educational expectation of the youth apparently
has no effect on days tardy, occupational expectation has a nearly significant
positive effect. This result is not sensible and may be due to sampling error
generated by the extremely high colinearity among the career expectation
variables. Of the four career expectation variables, parental educational
expectations of youth exert by far the strongest effect on days tardy, and
that effect is negative as one might expect.

The most interesting findings in the table are in the equations for
extracurricular activities. When parental expectations are absent from the
equation, youth's occupational expectations are associated with a signifi-
cant positive coefficient on extracurricular activities. This observation,is
due almost entirely to parental occupational-expe_tation, however, because
when parental expectations are added to the equation, the coefficient on
youth's occupational expectation nearly vanishes and is replaced by a sigrif-
icant positive coefficient on parental occupational expectation. The data
thus suggest a case of "spurious correlition," as shown in the following
diagram, where the double-headed, curved arrow represents a correlation. This
pattern also is manifest in the equation for self-reported grades, but the
reduction in the effect of youlh's occupational expetation is not as
dramatic. Generally, parental expectations exercise More influence on the
five school behaviors than do youth's expectatiOni, suggesting that parental,
pressure stemming from career expectations for their chiidren exercises
influence on youth's behavior in school.

-7

5. Income expectations also were included in some of the statistical
calculations but were not significant in any equations; hence, they were
dropped frdm the models.

18 2 7 0'
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A TAIW.E 4

EXPANDED EQUATIONS FOR SCHOOL BEHAVIOR- -TO
INCLUDE CAREER EXPECTATION VARIABLES

1`

Youth's Expectatidns
Dependent Variables (Junior Year) -

N Myth's & Parents+ Expectatithls

+-
m>

Independent
Variables
(Soph Year)

Days
Absent

10.6
.732

- .158
- .157
- .0836
4.18
3.19
1.74
3.11

- .0178
-4.37+

.544****

.0899
- .101
- .0312

--
--
.T498""

Days
Tardy

8.35

:(1311

- .0650
.434

- .608
1.42

-1.79
2.05

- .155** A
-2 38+

.289****

.233
- .236

.163+
--

No. of
Ex Cur .

-.882*
-.0662
.00723
.0715*
.0138

-.0996
-.271**
-.159

+

.119

.00513
- 244*
.561****
.00149
.0383

.0165*
--

.5030****

.4911 .'

Trans
Grades

.430
-.00936
000669
.0303
.0508*

-.185
-.6871
.140*

-.363****
.00141

.0350

.00670

.000447
--

'
.5443

Self-Rep,
radesf

.604**

.00857
-:00130 ,

-.0183
.0371*

-.0719
-.00910
.0967*

-.0140
.00647**
.0251

.456****

.00161

.00421

.00976**
--- "

.4393-

Intercept
Parental SES
Fam income
N brothers
N sisters
Mother in HH
Father in HH
Gender (1=fem)
Race (1=black)
Mntl test sc
School assign
(Lagged D.V.)
Hrs at wrk (100s)
Ed exp youth
Occ exp youth
Ed exp par
Occ. exp_par
R=Sq-rre
AdT -square

.7865****
.1188 .2536

NOTES: Probabilities are lor two-tailed tests.

Coefficients are unstandardized OLS regression coefficients.

"Lagged D.V." Is the sophomore year (t1) va,lue of the deriendent
variable in each equation;

+ p < .10

* P7 .05
** p 7 .01

*** p, .001
**** p 7 .0001 f

Days 'Days
Absent Tardy

15.2k ,15.9
.957 .758

- .174 .0332
-'.167 - .0737
- .130

. .390
3.88 - .646

No. of
-Ex-Cur

-1.44**

Trans
Grades.,

,..235

Selt-Rep
Grades

- .0910 -.0191 .(5)(1110.9

.00889 .00140 000744

.0720* .0305 -.0179

.0195 0531* 4-

-"- .0524 -.166
..0387*
-.0539

3.29 1.55 - .280** -.09(I: -4120'
-2.02

.

e132' .0861+1.79
3.35 2.39 :0793:

.000970 - .141** 1
-4.54+ -2.44'

1:g6

.542**** .289**** 550****

.0800 .237 .00338

.311791 .1l1+
- .00450

.00798

-.371**** '-.0177

.060593 .00587**.

.0457 .0351

-.689**** .446****
.00743 .00251
.0102 -.00186'

-.00293 .00638+
- .761 -1.50* - .0518

.

.146 0186* .00773 .0101*
. .

.0152
- .0646

.1163 .2660 4-4987 .5452
. 1

0
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Yotith's-

occupational
expectation

Parental
occupational
expectation

Number of extra
curricular.

activities

Empirical estimats of equations to investigate the effects of working on
career expectations are reported in table.5. These equations include time-one
daasures of days apsenE, days tardp, extracurricular activities, And trans-
cript grades on the right: Parallel Calculations using self-reported grades-

:lead to similar results.

c), 7
the primary observations in,these.estimates are in line With past re-,

search. The R-squares for eackof the four career expectation variables are
unusually kigh for individual7level data, and the high R-squares are not due
eritirely to the stability of career expectations *over time.6 Further, the
strong influence of parental expectations on youth's expectations is,clear.
Interestingly, youth's expectations exert almost as strong an influence on
parentA as parents exert on youth. These findings are thoroughly discussed
by Hotchkiss and Chiteji (1981) in the framekork of a differential equation

For the present paper, interest focuses on the effects of working on
career expectationa. In no equation do hours at work reach statistical
significance. Except fdr yquth's educational expectations, tbe irobability
levels associated with hours are quite -high- (10 .5). The galctilated pro-
bability for the coefficient of hours in the youthTi-educational expectation
eqpation is .1343, so a larger sapple might,reveal a small positive effect of
work time on'youth's educational expectations. On bdlanee, however, the
evidence against effects of working on career expectations of youth and of
parents for their children is fairly strong in these data. Alternative
specifications of each equation (estimates not tabulated) were iried. These
specifications exclude ari the career expectation variable's except the lagg:ed
dependent variable in each ecjuation. The rationale behind these alternative
Apecifications'is that hours may affect'one eype of career expectation
indirectly by influencing other careerpcpectations. Again, none of the
coefficients on hours are statistically. significant.

Assigniment'to a êchool outside one.'s home
deflationary effects on career expectations of
children. The effects are not large, however,
significant at the traditional .05 cutoff. 'It

school area tends to have
youth andof parents for their
and only one is statistically
istapparent froi these data .

*

6. Even wAthout the lagged value of the dependent variables in each
equation, R-squares well above .50.could be anticipated, as the bivariate
correlations over a one-year interval among all four eltpectation variables .

are extremely high. II
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TABLE'5

EFFECTS OF WORK ON CAREER EXPECTATIONS

v

Dependent Variables (Junfor Year)
Independent
Vaciables
(SOO Year) .

Youth's
Ed Exp

Nbuthq
Occ Exp

Parents'.
Ed Exp '

F!arents'
Occ Exp

IntercOpt 2.82*.Pm* 4^48+ 2.58**** 5.87**,,

Parental SES .0662 .362 - .0709 .206
Fam-income' ' .000159 . .0120 .0157+ - .0130,
N brothers' .0103 - .00805 .00177 - .151.
N sisters .0436 .0145 40645
Mother in HH, ' .0173 - .755 - .0191 - .572
Father in HH $.0132 .253 - ;0788 - .614
Gender (1=fem) .0481 .764+ - .0484 .0812
Race (1=black), .414*** 2.01**** .224* - .697
Mntl 'test sc. .00814* .0664*** .001/6 .0107
School assignment. - 199* - .570 - .146 r .339
Hrs at wrk (100s) .4163 .0310 .000616 .0155
Days absent .000734 .0234 .000347 '- .0136
,Days tardy .00248 - .00317 . -1.00173 - .0143
Extra curr act .0333 - .0735 ,.0226 ir.180
Grades--trans :216*** .386 .0966t ..695**
Youth's ed exp - .457**** - .0318
Youth's occ exp .0201** 73045.**** t- .00247
Par ed exp Of yth .13V** .0375
Par occ oxp of yth .0201* .148**** .0394****
R-square .6856**** .6921**** .7152*** .7283****
Adj R-square .6753 .6820 .7058 t.7193

NOTES: Probabilities are for two-talled tests.

Coefficients are unstandardized OLS regression coefficients.

P < .10
* P '.05

** p < .01

*** P .001

.0001
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that any career expectation effects of school assignment to achieve school
desegregation are not large enough to be'of serious concern. However, more
thorough examination of these'effects within race aid gender subsamples would
be useful.

A

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper investigates the effects,of'part-time.work during high school
on schdol-related behaviors and on career expectations. Five dependent
variables are classified as school-related behaviors--days tardy during the
Nschool year, days absent during the school year, number of ,extracurricular
activities, transcript grade average, and, self-reported grades. Four career
expectation variables also are included--youth's educational expectations for
themaelves, youth's occupational expectatiokka for themself, parental educe.:
tihnal expectations for youth, and parental occupational expectations for
youth.

The initiar analysis examines the relationship between hours 'of work and
the five school-related behaviors. Drawing on the work of Greenberger and her
associafes, who find a possible curvilinear relationship' between school_grades
anH hours of work, hours, and the square of hours both are included in,the
equations for,the four school-gelated activities. The data indicate that
neither a linear nor a nonl1n2ar effect of hours of,work occurs for any \of the
school-related variablesr-days absent, days tardy, nutbet of extracurricular
activities, and the two measures of grades. This result tends to refute\the
contention that hours 'spent on the job ihterferes with schooling.

1

'Additional analyses w re conducted to determine if,the quality of wok,
as indicated by job statu , enters into the effect of work time on schaol-1

related activities. It s postulated that the quality of work inteiactsuAth"
hours spent on the job to,produce effects on school actiVities. Empirical'

investigation of interaction effects reveals scant evidence that job status
and hours at work iLteract to produce effects on school behavior. -Because'af,

the conceptual difficulty of defining job status when one is not working, four
different estimation strategies for determining'interaction.effects are used--
although tabulations are presented for only one of the strategies. Three of
the four strategies turn up no significant coefficients of the product of
hours and status. Significant coefficients are observed when a pairwise
missing-data correlation matrix is input intothe regression calculations.
The difficulty in justifying this procedure theoretically (about two-thlrds of
those in the sample were not working during their sophomore year), combined
with the fact that the sighs of the-significant coefficients Are the opposite
oi the a priori hypotheses, discounts these findings, however. -

Ihclusibn of career expectations of youth'for themselves and of parents
, for their children in the five equations for school behaviors does not alter
the conclusion that work has vpry little impact on the five school behaviors.
Further, investigation of possible effects ofPworking on the career expecte-

'tion variables reveals no statistically significant results. The career
expectation variables do affect the school behavlors, however, and the signs
of the significdht Coegficients generally are sensible.

, .

. ,
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a

It Is clear that the data/analyzed in this paper do not support the
hypothesis that work interferes with schooling. Linear specifications of the
effect of hours at worirk on days absent from school, days tatdy,from school,
number of extracurricular activities,-transcript grades, and seIf-reported
grades reveal no signlficant coefficients. Nonlinear specifications of the
effects of hours on these dependent variables reveal no significant effects.
Specification of interaction effects between job status and hours at work turn,
up little evidence of effects of working: Addition ofcareer expectations to
the equations for the five school behaviors does not alter these conclusions.
Further, estimates of effects of work time on career,expectatiofis indicate no
significant effects of working. In most cases the prdhabtlity levels-
associated with,effect estimates are so high that there is little ambiguity -)
regatding the conclusion that effects are near zero.

The analyses reported here, therefore, da not reveal any reason to be
hesitant about policy designed to encourage part-time work of secondary schodl
students. That is not to say,that no reaSons exist.foehesitation. Green- .

berger's conclusions regarding effects of working on consumption of alcohol
and Marijuana and attitude-development are not addressed in the,present study:
Moreover, the results presented in this paper certainly cannot be taken as
definitive evidence against the hypothesis that work interferes with school-
ing. First, only five school outcome variables have been studied. Second,
the sample size of the CLD is not large enough to pick up small effects.
Third the sample is a local sample. Fourth, the analysis applies to sopho-
mores a d juniors only, not to seniora.. Finally, the analysis is not based-
on a ca efully thought-out model of the process -of change over time. This

laSt point characterizes other work on the effects of part-time employment
on schooling and most of social science research more generally. A useful

' approach would be to develop a utility moeel of optimum time allocation,

-a
%postulate that'each person's equilibrium is determined,by the optimum, and
'then specify a model of change that shows each individual tending to move'
toward the equilibrium. The equilibrium itself is likely to be a function of
variables that change ov."-t)time, so that a simulianeous model of change over
time probably is necessary., A single-,equation mode). might, Hbwever, be a
useful starting point.

V
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